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Burying Egyptian

Mummification
scene in burial
chamber at KomEl-Shogafa.
ILLUSTRATOR PHOTO/BOB SCHATZ
(17/16/16)

WEIGHING THE HEART

T

he papyrus of the scribe Hunefer shows
his coming to judgment before Osiris.
The heart is weighed to discover the
nature of the dead person’s conduct while alive.
Upon hearing a list of 42 possible misdemeanors, the deceased was given the opportunity to
declare his innocence. As the deceased offered
his testimony, the heart (represented by the
small pot on the left) was weighed in the balance, against the image of Maat (represented

by the feather on the right). Maat represented
the Egyptian notion of right or truth. At the
left, Hunefer is led to the balance by the jackalheaded Anubis, who is also shown adjusting
the scales. The monster Ammut, “Devourer
of the Dead,” crouched beneath the balance so
he can swallow the heart should the weighing
indicate the person lived a wicked life. The ibisheaded Thoth, the scribe of the gods, records the
outcome; Hunefer was found to be justified. i

ETB: Exodus 14
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Left: Relief at
Minet Habu
depicts the army
of Ramesses III as
they prepare for
battle with the
Sea Peoples.
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Right: Valley
of Jezreel from
atop Megiddo.
Controlling
Megiddo meant
being able to
guard the route
where the
International
Coastal Highway
entered the valley.
The north/south
highway linked
Egypt to Syria.

Thutmose III left behind accounts of his many campaigns into the land of promise. His most daring exploit was
the conquest of the Canaanite city of Megiddo, which had
revolted against Egyptian domination with the encouragement of the Syrian city of Kadesh. Thutmose III, approaching Megiddo from the southwest, took his army through
the narrow Aruna Pass rather than swing around the
hills that stood between him and the city. This maneuver forced him to string out his forces, and it could
have led to catastrophic defeat. But his enemies were
not expecting him to take the narrow pass and
made no effort to block it. He surprised them by
emerging from the pass and arraying his army
for battle before the city gates. Perhaps parts of
the Syrian and Canaanite armies were away
defending other approaches and did not
make it back to the city in time to participate in the battle. At any rate, the
forces that did confront Thutmose
III were defeated outside the gates
and had to be hauled up the
walls into the city by the
inhabitants. Eventually,
Megiddo capitulated. In a later campaign, Thutmose
III carried boats
on oxcarts from
Byblos to the Euphrates
River. Able to move troops up
and down the upper part of the river,
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Below: Egypt’s
military exploits
were not limited
to land battles.
Egyptian sea-going
ship (model) of
the Old Kingdom
(2500 B.C.).
Reconstructed
according to a
relief found in
the pyramid of
Pharaoh Sahu-Re
at Abusir, one of
the oldest reliefs
showing details of
a sea-going ship.
It carried cedars
and slaves from
Phoenicia. The ship
had no keel due
to lack of wood in
Egypt; instead a
long twisted rope
joined the bow and
stern with girdles
around the hull.

where it bisected the Mitanni Kingdom, he was able to campaign in the western half of Mitanni and wage war in Syria
and Canaan while blocking Mitanni support from coming
across the river.
The most famous battle of ancient Egyptian history
is that between Ramesses II and his Hittite counterpart,
Muwatallis II, at Kadesh on the Orontes River in Syria in
about 1274. Driving his army into Syria for an encounter
with the Hittites, Ramesses II foolishly believed a report
from two captured men that the Hittites were still far
away (they were in fact concealed behind the city of
Kadesh). The Egyptian army was attacked while
its leading units, including the pharaoh, were
making camp; the rest of the Egyptian army
was still on the march. Pharaoh’s forces in
the vanguard managed to hold off the
enemy until the remainder of his army
arrived, and disaster was averted.
The battle ended as something
of a Hittite
victory

ILLUSTRATOR PHOTO/KEN TOUCHTON/NATIONAL MARITIME MUSEUM./ HAIFA (100/22)
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Left: Recorded on
the interior walls
of the first hall
of the Ramesses
II Temple at Abu
Simbel, Egypt, the
massive Egyptian
army maneuvers
their horses and
chariots in preparation for invading
Kadesh.

ILLUSTRATOR PHOTO/G.B. HOWELL/ CINCINNATI MUSEUM (35/31/81)
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Left: Relief from
the funerary temple of Hatshepsut
at Thebes. The
image depicts
two sailors in the
royal Egyptian
navy. The first soldier is equipped
with a battle-axe
and a fan-shaped
military standard.
The second is also
armed with the
same type battleaxe. The soldiers
are participating in
an annual festival
that celebrates the
return of the gods
of Thebes to their
religious shrines.

(Ramesses II failed to take Kadesh, and Egyptian power was
confined to the area of Canaan, having been driven from
Syria). Even so, the pharaoh claimed to have won a great
victory through his personal prowess in battle.
Ramesses III, in the eighth year of his reign, had his greatest victory in a battle fought on the northern frontier of Egypt
itself. He repulsed the Sea Peoples, who had attacked Egypt
with a combined sea and land invasion. He thus saved Egypt
from foreign domination. This great victory included a rare
example of a sea battle fought by the ancient Egyptians. They
used boats as rapid transports for their troops, but these were
mostly river craft used on the Nile for the rapid deployment
of forces. But Ramesses III had to fight ship-to-ship battles
against the Sea Peoples.
Other sources offer information about Egyptian warfare.
Horemheb, last pharaoh of the 18th Dynasty, issued a decree
that tells us something about Egyptian military administration. Also, officers in the Egyptian army sometimes had
their tombs inscribed with accounts of their bravery in battle.
Finally, Egyptian artwork and artifacts, principally from
tombs, gives us a better understanding of Egypt's military.
Several chariots, for example, were found in tombs.

Organization
The pharaoh was the supreme commander of the armed
forces and, if he was a vigorous ruler, would personally
lead his army into battle. The vizier (the pharaoh’s highest
ranking administrator) was in effect his chief of staff, and
he might command the army in the field as the pharaoh’s
representative. Officers were chiefly drawn from the aristocracy; the lowest ranking officer, perhaps analogous to a lieutenant, was a “commander of fifty.” Common soldiers were
conscripted from the peasant classes (about one man in ten
might serve time in the army). Foreigners might also serve
in Egypt’s army. The army of Ramesses II was organized
into four divisions of 5,000 men. Each division was named
for a god (Ptah, Re, Seth, and Amun), and a fifth division was under the pharaoh’s direct command.1 Divisions
were subdivided into smaller units, down to the fifty-man
platoon. Chariots were organized into squadrons of 25.
Weaponry
Prior to the New Kingdom, Egyptian foot soldiers were
all light infantry, having no armor except for raw-hide
shields and using short spears as their offensive weapons.
Archers had simple, primitive longbows. By the time
of the New Kingdom, leather body armor (with some
metal attached); helmets; and short, bronze, scimitar-like
swords were in use. The archers, now armed with more
powerful composite bows, were a military force to be
reckoned with. Still, they were not heavy infantry such
as would later be part of the Greek phalanx or the Roman
legion. The Egyptian army was a rapid strike force that
relied on its chariots and archers.
The Egyptian war chariot first came into use during
the New Kingdom; other great powers, such as the Hittite
Empire, also employed massed chariots at this time. The
two-horse war chariot had two wheels and had a crew of
two, a driver and a shield-bearer. The driver approached the
enemy and then fired arrows; he might use a javelin or sword
at closer quarters. The chariot was of light wicker-work and
designed for speed; it was not armored. The massed chariot
SPRING 2010 / BIBLICAL ILLUSTRATOR
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Valor and Morale
The Egyptians highly valued personal courage. A soldier
who showed valor in battle would be awarded the “golden
flies,” a military decoration analogous to modern medals for
bravery. More than that, he would receive wealth and slaves
as his share of the booty. A certain Ahmose son of Abana,
on the wall of a rock-cut tomb, left an account of his deeds of
valor and of the honors he received while under the service
of early 18th Dynasty pharaohs. Another soldier, named
Amenemhab, told of his many battles while campaigning with Thutmose III, and he especially made a point of
describing how often he was in hand-to-hand combat.2
Egyptian commanders also bolstered the morale of
their men by speaking of how their gods fought for them.
They might call upon Montu, the Egyptian war-god, but
during the New Kingdom they extolled the all-conquering
power of Amun.
Most importantly, the pharaohs of the New Kingdom
personally boosted their troops' and the nation's morale
by assuming the role of military hero. Thutmose III, in
46 BIBLICAL ILLUSTRATOR / SPRING 2010

Egyptian Élan at the Red Sea
From the above discussion, one may suggest that a
central feature of the New Kingdom Egyptian army,
and especially of its chariot corps, was the high value
it placed upon élan. This was a particular kind of courage that enabled someone to charge headlong into the
thick of battle. It was also a tactic designed to force
the outcome of battle by overwhelming the enemy
with the sheer audacity of one’s attack. Alexander the
Great and Napoleon, both great captains, employed
this strategy. It was more than a tactic; it was for certain armies their central creed. The New Kingdom
Egyptian army belonged in this class. The officially
cultivated faith in Amun and his pharaoh, the examples
set by Thutmose III at Megiddo and by Ramesses II
at Kadesh, the recognition Egyptians gave to the valor
of individual soldiers, and the very nature of the war
chariot as a weapon of shock attack all suggest that
devotion to élan was central to Egypt's military culture. But as a military philosophy élan had a major
drawback, as the Romans under Caesar demonstrated
when they were attacked by Gallic warriors rushing madly upon them, screaming and swinging their
broadswords. When the legions held their lines in the
face of these onslaughts, the élan of the Gauls was
quickly transformed into terror and chaotic flight, and
Caesar rapidly conquered all of Gaul. Therefore, the
Bible credibly describes both the Egyptians’ furious
rush into the sea and their subsequent panic when they
realized God was fighting for Israel (Ex. 14:25).
i
1. The figure of 5,000 men per division is based on a comment in Papyrus Anastasi I, but
whether that represents the standard size for an Egyptian division at the time is open to question.
It may have been smaller. See Anthony J. Spalinger, War in Ancient Egypt: The New Kingdom
(Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 2005), 149-50.
2. For the inscriptions of Ahmose son of Abana and of Amenemhab, see James Henry Breasted,
Ancient Records of Egypt, vol. 2 (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1906), 3-18, 227-34.
3. For descriptions of the Egyptian military, see especially Spalinger. See also Rosalie David,
Handbook to Life in Ancient Egypt (New York: Facts On File, 1998), 225-54.
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Tactics
The Egyptian military typically arrayed themselves for battle
as a main body with a wing on each side. Such maneuvering,
however, would not have been employed while pursuing a
large body of refugees, such as the Israelites were.
The New Kingdom Egyptians’ preferred tactic apparently was to make a rapid strike with their chariot forces. They
never developed the slow and methodical art of siege warfare, and evidence from the battles at Megiddo and Kadesh
suggests they could be bold to the point of recklessness. This
is consonant with what we see in Exodus 14, where they rush
into the sea without pausing to ask whether this was a sound
idea. Under normal circumstances the Israelites would have
been no match for the Egyptian chariots. Being untrained
peasants who only days before had been working as slaves,
the Hebrews would have scattered like fallen leaves in a
storm before a properly executed Egyptian attack.

the Megiddo narrative, is bold and resolute where his general staff is timid and conventional. Ramesses II, in the
account of his action at Kadesh, is positively Herculean,
single-handedly slaying the enemy hoards while his confused soldiers seek to recover and reorganize themselves.
The iconography of the time, portraying the pharaoh as a
gigantic figure striding in to vanquish Lilliputian enemies,
is the ultimate piece of morale-building propaganda: Egypt
is invincible because pharaoh is invincible.3
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attack was meant to terrify the lightly armed foot soldiers
who opposed it. Centuries later, when infantry was more
heavily armored and was disciplined to hold its ranks, the
chariot became obsolete.
Egyptians did not use a cavalry, but employed mounted
troops as scouts. Exodus 14:5 suggests such scouts were shadowing the Israelites as they departed. The Bible also indicates that Egyptian infantry set out with the chariot corps
in pursuit of the Hebrews (v. 6), but no infantry appear to
have been present when the chariots were destroyed at the
sea (v. 23). Perhaps they were trailing behind the mounted
forces and only arrived after the debacle.

